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If you are a new mum or about to start your baby on solids 
Qubies!   
It is a fantastic product – I wish that I had one of these when I was making baby fo
putting it into ice trays – I could have saved myself a lot of cleaning up!!

The Qubies is like an ice tray – only 100 times better!
don’t have the mess that you have when trying to get food out of an ice tray.

give the container a bit of a twist so that the food cubes are released.
your frozen food is ready!  No mess, no fuss.
bang the food out or try and use a knife to get the little cubes out 
really is so simple and easy.   

And the Qubies would not only be useful for baby food, you can also use it to freeze fruit for 
the kids on those hot days, freeze breast milk, or even just for plain old ice 
use are endless! 

If you are going to use a Qubies for baby food, I would highly recommend getting more than 
one.  
I would have one in the freezer, whilst the other is in the wash!

At only $17.95  – they really are a must

For more information or to purchase Qubies, visit their website 
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If you are a new mum or about to start your baby on solids – you definitely need to get a 

I wish that I had one of these when I was making baby fo
I could have saved myself a lot of cleaning up!! 

only 100 times better!  You get bigger cubes of food and you 
don’t have the mess that you have when trying to get food out of an ice tray.   

The base of the Qubies has no compartments 
one long container – so instead of having to spoon 
separate bits of food into each little ice compartment, 
you can fill the whole base up.  Once you have put your 
food into the base, pop the lid on (the lid is the clever 
part – it is what divides all the food), put it in the 
freezer and when it comes out frozen – your food is 
divided into 8 cubes of 30ml each.  And best of all, 
when you take it out of the freezer, all you need to do is 

give the container a bit of a twist so that the food cubes are released.  Take the lid off 
No mess, no fuss.  When using a normal ice tray, you h

bang the food out or try and use a knife to get the little cubes out – but with the Qubies, it 

And the Qubies would not only be useful for baby food, you can also use it to freeze fruit for 
freeze breast milk, or even just for plain old ice – the ideas for its 

If you are going to use a Qubies for baby food, I would highly recommend getting more than 

I would have one in the freezer, whilst the other is in the wash! 

they really are a must-have item for all new mum’s.   

For more information or to purchase Qubies, visit their website http://www.qubies.com.au/
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